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Abstract-Behaviors of solutions of a differential equation and its discretization sometimes differ 
greatly from each other. For example, even if a differential equation has no chaotic solution, its 
discretization happens to have a chaotic solution. In this paper, the meanings of this fact in economics 
,are shown. Also, a finite difference model in sociology is given as a chaotic phenomenon. 
Keywords--Discretization of differential equations, Economics, Sociology. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are two kinds of social sciences in our modern world. One of them is inspired by the ad- 
vancement of some of the exact natural sciences like physics. Examples of this kind are Quetelet’s 
social physics or Walrasian economics, etc. We can say the main features of this kind are more 
or less atomistic theories. They always neglect the individual. 
Another kind of social science respects the individual. One example of that kind is Mark 
Granovetter’s “Threshold Model of Collective Behavior” [l-4]. The purpose of these papers is 
to try to explain how collective behaviors can be caused from each member’s preference. Some 
examples of collective behavior are riots, voting, fashion, etc. 
Mathematical formulation of Granovetter’s model (a riot model) follows. Assign to each person 
a “threshold” (the number or proportion) of the group in choosing one of the two decisions (e.g., 
to riot). Suppose I-% of the individuals have joined a riot by the time t. What percent will 
have joined by time t + l? By definition of threshold, it must be determined by persons whose 
threshold is less than r%. Therefore, we have the following discrete model: 
r(t + 1) = F(r(t)). (1) 
Here, F(r(t)) is the cumulative distribution of thresholds. We can investigate temporal change 
of r(t) by (1). S ome cases have an equilibrium value. 
2. MATHEMATICAL PREPARATION 
ABOUT “CHAOS” 
Here, we introduce the definition of chaos defined by Li and Yorke [5]. Let us consider the 
following discrete dynamical system: 
%+1 = f(GJ, 20 E [O, 11, (2) 
where f(z) is a continuous mapping from [0, l] to [0, 11. 
We call {~,),=o I 2 9 9 ,... which are defined by (2), an orbit of the above dynamical system (2). If 
{z,} have the following three properties, then we call the dynamical system (2) chaotic. 
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For any nonnegative integers p, there exists at least one orbit with period p. 
There exists an uncountable set S in [0, l] such that if ze E S, then the orbit {zcn} starting 
this xe does not have any period. Moreover, this orbit does not approach any periodic 
orbit. 
If x0, yc are in S, then 
lim 12, - yn] = 0, - 
7% 
@Is, - yn] > 0, 
where {yn} is the orbit starting from ye. 
THEOREM 1. [5] If f(z) satisfies the following condition (*), then (2) is chaotic. 
(*) There exist four points PI, P2, P3, P4 in [0, l] such that P4 5 PI < Pz < P3 and 
f(fi) = P2, f(P2) = p3, f(P3) = p4. 
EXAMPLES OF A CHAOTIC DYNAMICAL SYSTEM. 
(1) 
x,+1=aGz(l -GA a = 4 or a (5 4) is near 4. 
(2) 
{ 
2% 
xn+1= 
oszc, 2 +, 
w -GA q~x,~l. 
The next theorem gives some relationship between the differential equation and its discretiza- 
tion (discrete analogue). It is very surprising that, even if a differential equation has a very stable 
equilibrium point, it happens that discrete analogue becomes chaotic. 
THEOREM 2. [6] Consider an ordinary differential equation: 
(4) 
where f(x) is a continuous function satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) f(x) has at least two equilibrium points PI and P2 with f(Pl) = f(P2) = 0, 
(b) f(z) < 0(x < PI), f(x) > O(P1 < x < P2), f(x) < 0 P2 < x). 
Then, there exist two positive constants Cl, C2 such that the discretization 
x,+1 - x, = At f(x,) 
is a chaotic dynamical system if Cl 2 At 2 CZ. 
This theorem is all that we need to understand the next sections mathematically. 
3. MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS 
(DISEQUILIBRIUM MACROMODEL) 
We explain this model by following Kaizouji’s paper [7]. He first considered the Walrssian 
equilibrium macromodel and then criticized it. He got a disequilibrium macromodel as a dis- 
cretization of this model. 
Most studies on the stability of the price adjustment process in a competitive economy (the 
so-called tdtonnement process) have been formulated by differential equations. One of the models 
of the competitive economy is the following. 
Let us assume that there are two goods, that is, Commodity 1 and a numeraire which always 
has a price of 1. We assume also: 
(a) Excess demand must be negative for a sufficiently large price. 
(b) At least two equilibria with nonnegative prices exist in the competitive economy with two 
commodities, and one of the equilibrium points is asymptotically stable. 
Figure 1 shows a typical example of a curve that satisfies the assumption just mentioned. 
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Figure 1. 
In 1958, theoretical economists Arrow and Hurwicz treated the tatonnement process in terms 
of the following differential equation, which is a stable system: 
dP 
z = g(P), 
where g(P) = excess demand function = Demand - Supply of Commodity 1 at price P. We 
considered that a price adjustment process has been expressed as the scalar ordinary differential 
equation. 
However, it should be emphasized here that time lags exist in the price adjustment process in 
the real market. The lags arise for the following reasons. 
A price adjustment process is based upon a reaction of the people in the market as reflected by 
the disequilibrium of supply and demand. That is, people need to obtain information on excess 
demand, and this may be more or less out of date when records are in. Decisions are to be made 
after that, so the ffect of the adjustment process will have some delay. 
Therefore, we adopt the following iterative price mechanism formulated by Saari [8]: 
&+I = Pt + ag(Pt) = G(Pt), (6) 
which is exactly Euler’s finite difference scheme mentioned in the previous section. 
If the speed of adjustment (Y is appropriate, this disequilibrium model of economics becomes 
chaotic. That is a simple consequence of the Yamaguti-Matano Theorem [S]. 
Kaizouji discussed, in another paper, a model of the Japanese economy, which is known to be 
very chaotic compared with E.C. countries or the U.S., by some analysis of empirical data. He 
made a disequilibrium macromodel. Kaizouji [9] h s owed that strong flexibility of the nominal 
wage in Japan can be explained by this singular behavior in a model of the Japanese economy. 
He also used the Yamaguti-Matano Theorem [6] in the paper. 
4. THRESHOLD MODEL OF COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR 
Now, we proceed to explain a model in mathematical sociology. Here, we consider a collective 
behavior of a group of people. 
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Following [l-4,10], we consider the “2 threshold model.” Let us consider a collective behavior 
like “fashion.” We already explained in Section 1, what a threshold is. Here, we call this “lower 
threshold,” to each member of the group Lw. We also denote “upper threshold” by Uw. 
Upper threshold Uw is the value such that this member ceases to adopt this fashion if the 
proportion P(t) (= the population adopting this fashion/the total population) > Uw. Therefore, 
each member has a pair of thresholds (Lw, VW). 
Now, what is the new proportion at t + 1, that is, P(t + l)? We compute this from P(t). 
We remark that the newly adopting population consists of members whose pair of thresholds 
(Lw, VW) satisfy 
Lw < P(t) < uw. (*) 
Here, we assume some two-dimensional distributions of the pair (Lw, VW). Lw < Uw means 
this distribution occupies only the upper half of the square. 
CASE 1. UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OF (Lw, VW). 
t uw B A 
P(t) 
Figure 2. 
In Figure 2, (Lw, VW) is distributed in the whole upper triangle. The rectangle ABCD is the 
set of (Lw, VW) which satisfies Lw < P(t) < Uw. 
P(t + 1) = 
the area of ABCD 
the area of the whole triangle (7) 
= P(t)(;/2P(t)) = 2P(Q(l - P(t)). 
We get the unique final proportion l/2. 
CASE 2. CONCENTRATED DISTRIBUTION. 
In Figure 3, total population = the area ABC, and the population which satisfies Lw < P(t) < 
Uw = the area ABDE. 
P(t + 1) = 1 lPP(t) + P(W - P(t) - l/2) 
2 l/3 
= 4P(t)(l - P(t)). (8) 
We get a chaotic behavior of P(t). 
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Figure 3. 
Now, we can get a general formula for the general distribution of the threshold (Lw, UW). 
F(Lw, VW) is the distribution function of (Lw, Uw): 
p(t + 1) = a 
P(t) 
F(Lw, VW) d Lw d Uw 
1 1 P(t) 
=- JJ A0 0 F(Lw, VW) d Lw d Uw 
1 P(t) P(t) 1 1 
-- J J A0 0 F(Lw, VW) d Lw d Uw, where A = JJ 0 0 
= FL(P(~)) - Fu(P(~)). 
F(Lw, VW) d Lw d Uw 
(9) 
We can discuss some bifurcation diagrams for this dynamical system. 
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